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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in power systems have led to the proliferation of dynamic,
diverse, and even flexible loads in the system operations. An accurate as well
as identifiable model that is able to characterize the dynamics of loads is of
paramount importance for various power system operational tasks. Towards
the goal of advanced load modeling, we are particularly interested in modeling
this type of dynamic load, a diverse category of loads that pose different
challenges in different contexts of power system operations. In this thesis,
improved dynamic load modeling approaches are developed and analyzed for
two critical operational tasks in power systems: transient stability analysis
and demand side management.
As regards transient stability analysis, one newly proposed load model
structure, the WECC composite load model (CMPLDW), is investigated for
its complexity with an large number of parameters to identify. We verify
the underlying parameter redundancy stemming from the insensitivity and
interdependency of these parameters. A general framework is then put for-
ward to effectively visualize the redundancy and exhibit the identifiability
issues of this load model. Furthermore, an improved parameter estimation
scheme is developed by regularizing the nonlinear least squares error objec-
tives in the measurement-based modeling approach. The effectiveness of the
proposed dependency analysis and parameter estimation scheme is validated
using both synthetic and real measurement data.
In demand side management, one appealing objective of load modeling is
to explore its spatio-temporal variability and flexibility for socially economic
benefits. To this end, the demand of loads can be managed by pricing sig-
nals, i.e., the loads are modeled as price-responsive ones. In particular, here
we consider one primary type of dynamic load, the charging load of electric
vehicles (EV) en route. To comply with the time-varying property of EV
travel demand, we integrate the characterization of EV traffic flow into the
ii
modeling of charging loads. Therein the power and transportation networks
are coupled to jointly maximize the total social welfare of both systems. Ad-
ditionally, to achieve the maximum social welfare, an optimal pricing scheme
that preserves the privacy of the two infrastructure networks is developed.
Through extensive numerical tests, the proposed pricing is shown to outper-
form other pricing schemes that fail to consider either the interaction of the
two networks or the time-varying property of EV travel demand.
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To all my companions, with whom I manage my loads in life together.
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Power systems have witnessed an ever-increasing penetration of dynamic,
diverse, and even flexible loads in recent decades. An accurate and indentifi-
able model characterizing the dynamics of loads is of utmost importance for
efficient load control and management in power system operations [1, 2, 3].
Nonetheless, due to the inherent uncertainty, complexity, and diversity of
power system loads, the problem of load modeling remains challenging for
both academic and industrial researchers [4, 5].
Towards the goal of advanced load modeling, this thesis is particularly
interested in the types of dynamic loads. The characterization of dynamic
loads varies depending on the context. As shown in Figure 1.1, the opera-
tion of power systems covers a wide range of time scales depending on the
objectives. Each operational task is focused on a specific type of model for
the power system and its components including generators and loads. For
example, transient stability analysis is concerned with the system responses
to a sudden fault event or change of operating conditions due to, e.g., loss
of generators or tripping of induction motors. In this context, dynamic load
modeling refers to modeling the transient behavior of loads in the time frame
of 0.1 to 10 seconds, when generation controllers and even protection devices
would respond to ensure grid security [6]. As regards the power flow analysis
related to the economic operations of the power grid, however, the demand
for loads varies depending on customers’ needs and can respond to certain
control or pricing signals. In this context, the dynamic property of loads
generally refers to their variability and flexibility in the longer time scale
of minutes or even hours. There has been an increasing interest in demand
side management or demand response (DR) programs [5, 7] to take advan-
tage of the load variability and flexibility for more economic and reliable grid
operations.
The main objectives of the present thesis are to develop dynamic load mod-
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Figure 1.1: Time frames of various power system analysis tasks [6].
els for the two operational tasks of different time scales: transient stability
analysis and demand side management. More detailed challenges and moti-
vations for modeling the respective tasks are addressed in the rest sections
of this chapter.
1.1 Background and Context
1.1.1 Load Modeling for Transient Stability Analysis
Developing an accurate dynamic load model is essential for transient sta-
bility analysis and simulation for power systems [1, 3]. In this context, the
focus is on whether the system can return back to its steady state when
subjected to a major disturbance or sudden fault [8]. Hence the load mod-
eling is expected to be able to capture the response of the load when a
certain fault event or change of operating conditions occurs. To this end,
several load model structures have been proposed by integrating the model
for induction motors (IMs) into the traditional static load models, which
are usually referred to as composite load models. One popular choice con-
sists of a static constant impedance-current-power (ZIP) component and a
dynamic IM component. This ZIP+IM model has been widely used due to
its simple structure [9, 10, 11, 12]. In addition, the complex load model
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(CLOD) developed by PSS/E, which has been preliminarily investigated in
[13], has a few more components including two IMs with different torque-
speed and current-speed curves. Although these load models are effective
in representing load response during most short-duration faults, they fail to
model the type of fault-induced delayed-voltage-recovery (FIDVR) events;
see [14, 15]. Slow voltage recovery after low-voltage faults is mainly caused
by the stalling of low-inertia single-phase IMs. It is of increasing concern
to utilities because of the resultant loss of voltage control and potential cas-
cading effects. To model FIDVR events, the WECC composite load model
(CMPLDW) has been developed [16], which includes a single-phase IM com-
ponent among other enhancements. As the focus of the present work, the
WECC CMPLDW model and FIDVR events are discussed in detail later in
Chapter 2.
1.1.2 Measurement-based Approach
One of the most commonly used modeling approaches for the dynamic loads
is the measurement-based approach [9, 10, 16], which has gained growing
popularity recently thanks to the wide deployment of digital fault recorders
[13, 11, 12]. During a disturbance, fault recorders can measure the input volt-
age profile and the resultant real and reactive power outputs as measurement
data. A measurement-based approach aims to fit the measurement data via
varying the model parameter to minimize a prescribed error objective. As
such, the load model can be identified using the estimates of the parameters
that describe the fitted model.
The data fitting objective is typically the classical Euclidean error norm.
Specifically, with the measurement data vector denoted by y, the vector
of estimated parameters θ̂ is obtained by solving a nonlinear least-squares
(NLS) problem, as given by:




‖y − f(θ)‖22, (1.1)
where f is the function that relates θ to the output. We further define the
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fitting residual r as
r(θ) := y − f(θ). (1.2)
The first part of the thesis work is to develop a measurement-based load
modeling approach for transient stability analysis.
1.1.3 Load Modeling for Demand Response
Energy management is traditionally recognized as an operational task to op-
timize the energy generation and distribution in power systems [7]. With the
deployment of smart monitoring and control devices in the next-generation
power grid, more attention has been paid to the demand side management
(DSM), also called demand response (DR).1 This type of program enables
consumers to economically adjust their energy consumption in response to
the control signals so that the social welfare is maximized. Electricity price is
one of the most effective control signals for exploring the elasticity of demand
of some electricity loads. Hence these loads are referred to as price-responsive
loads, whose energy consumption is usually modeled as a function of electric-
ity price, i.e.,
D = g(p), (1.3)
where D and p represent the power demand and electricity price, respectively.
Based on this abstract model, DR can be achieved by designing optimal
electricity prices p.
Several types of price-responsive load model g have been incorporated in
existing DR programs, including models for both residential loads and in-
dustrial loads [7]. Among them, the modeling of load due to electric vehicle
(EV) charging is of particular interest. In fact, EVs are acknowledged as
one of the primary assets of DR programs. See [17, 18, 19] and references
therein. The second focus of the thesis work is thus to develop an enhanced
load model of EV charging for DR.
1In this thesis, we will use the terms DSM and DR interchangeably.
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1.2 Motivation
As the foundation for both transient stability analysis and demand side man-
agement, advanced load modeling has well-documented merits and enjoys
increasing popularity in modern power system operation. In this section, the
status-quo of load modeling in each task is reviewed to motivate the dynamic
load modeling and management addressed later in the thesis.
1.2.1 Identifiability Issues
As introduced before, the measurement-based approach has been advocated
in most dynamic load models of transient stability analysis [9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 16]. This approach determines parameters of a given model structure
by fitting field measurements during system disturbances, and the resultant
parameterized models can be directly used for dynamic studies. The most re-
cent and advanced model structure for this purpose is the WECC CMPLDW
structure. As opposed to the other composite load models such as ZIP+IM
and CLOD, the CMPLDW offers the advantage of modeling load behaviors
during the detrimental FIDVR fault events [16].
Nonetheless, the improved modeling capability comes at a price. In fact,
most composite load models are known to have a large number of input
parameters and to be highly nonlinear [20], leading to potential parameter
identification issues that challenge the estimation accuracy. In particular,
even for the CLOD model with just a few parameters, it has been observed
in [13] that the fraction of large or small IMs could contribute equally to the
dynamic load response. The interdependency of these two fraction parame-
ters implies that they cannot be uniquely identified using the input-output
measurements. A similar parameter dependency effect has been observed for
the ZIP+IM model [11]. Thus the CMPLDW model is expected to have the
same issues due to its similar composite structure with more parameters to
estimate.
In general, the measurement-based approach boils down to solving a non-
linear least-squares problem. While parameter insensitivity and dependency
can cause the NLS to be ill-conditioned [21], classic solution algorithms, such
as the iterative Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm [22], may fail to iden-
tify the exact parameter values. The numerical identifiability issues motivate
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us to design an improved model identification algorithm.
1.2.2 Dynamic EV Travel Management
EV charging has drawn great attention in current demand response pro-
grams. To manage the EV battery charging load, various tools have been
proposed to control the elastic power demand, including both heuristic and
optimal control schemes [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] with various operational objec-
tives. Nonetheless, all these schemes [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] fail to be completely
realistic since they all assume the time and location of plug-in for the EVs
are exogenous and so do not model these factors. Such a model may work for
home/residential charging, but not for the en route charging that accounts
for a high percentage of EV charging load [28]. In fact, modeling the EV
charging load at charging stations should consider the EV user travel pref-
erences and constraints [29]. Therefore, the modeling and management of
EV travel demand should be involved in the modeling of EV charging load,
which necessarily introduces the coupling between the power network and
the transportation network operations.
Coupled operation of power and transportation networks for EV charging
management has been considered in several recent works. The first line of
work investigates the impact of EV travel on the power grid. In [30, 31], the
routing of EV users to the optimal nearby charging stations is determined
after their announcement of need to charge. [32] envisages the mobility and
energy consumption of large EV fleets and devises optimal vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) strategies. Another line of work focuses on the effect of EVs on trans-
portation systems. The efficient solutions that characterize the redistribution
of traffic due to EV charging requirements are studied in [33, 34], where the
electricity prices are given. None of these works have considered the joint
operation of two networks by designing an optimal pricing signal for price-
responsive EV charging load.
To the best of our knowledge, [29] is the most recent work that envis-
ages a joint pricing scheme that maximizes the welfare of the coupled power
and transportation networks, which directly motivates our present work. In
[29], an extended transportation graph model that accounts for the charg-
ing procedure is proposed and a dual-decomposition based pricing scheme is
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designed to coordinate the operation of two networks with minimal informa-
tion exchange. Nevertheless, to obtain analytical results, the model therein
has limited applicability to static settings only, where the customer travel
demand and the base load are both time-invariant. The pricing is devised
for just one-shot EV travel management with no temporal coupling consid-
ered. This is not only unrealistic, but also inefficient in exploring the demand
response assets for time-variant load redistribution. To address this issue, a
dynamic EV charging load model is put forward here for more efficient EV
travel management.
1.3 Outline and Contributions
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 constitute
the first contribution of the work on dynamic load modeling and identifi-
cation in transient stability analysis. Particularly, in Chapter 2, the model
structure, the WECC CMPLDW, is introduced and its property is analyzed,
including the sensitivity and dependencies of model parameters. We evalu-
ate the trajectory sensitivity of various parameters and also verify how the
input fault voltage may impact the sensitivity. Then a singular value de-
composition (SVD)-based approach combined with the K-medoids clustering
algorithm is developed to examine the dependency among multiple parame-
ters, which is deemed as a primary cause of the model identifiability issues.
The multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique [35] is also used to visual-
ize the parameter dependency through numerical tests on real measurement
data.
Motivated by the model property analysis above, an improved load model
identification technique is proposed in Chapter 3. To be specific, a 2-norm
regularized error objective is advocated in order to mitigate the ill-conditioning
of the NLS problem. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has
leveraged the regularization technique to overcome the identifiability issues
in measurement-based load modeling. Note that even though our improved
identification technique focuses on the CMPLDW model, it can be readily
used for other measurement-based dynamic load modeling as well.
Additionally, dynamic load modeling of EV charging for demand response
is investigated in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. In Chapter 4, a dynamic EV travel
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model is designed to capture the possible time-varying property of the travel
demand. Compared to [29], the penalty from earliness/lateness departure/ar-
rival of EV users is also incorporated in their decision-making, which makes
the model more complete but complicated. By establishing the user equilib-
rium (UE) of the travel management problem, one can determine the charging
load for given electricity prices by solving a linear programming problem.
With this price-responsive model, Chapter 5 formulates the EV charging
load management problem which maximizes the welfare of both EV users and
power generators in a collaborative fashion. We also introduce and comment
on the status-quo pricing scheme which ignores such collaboration.
In Chapter 6, we present the dynamic and joint pricing scheme that can
achieve the social optimum while requiring minimal information exchange
between the power and transportation networks. This privacy-preserving
pricing scheme is based on the well-known dual-decomposition algorithm in
the convex optimization literature [36]. Extensive numerical simulations are
performed to corroborate the effectiveness of our pricing scheme for dynamic
load management.




The WECC Dynamic Composite Load Model
An important power system operational task building upon an accurate dy-
namic load model is transient stability analysis. In this context, the dynamic
model is designed to characterize the system response of loads during sudden
fault events. As a result, accurate identification of the model is required in
this task, which, however, is challenged by the identifiability issues of the
model parameters. As the most recent dynamic load model structure, the
WECC Composite Load Model has gained increasing popularity for its ade-
quacy in fault modeling, though the analysis for its property is still scarce.
In this chapter, we first introduce the WECC CMPLDW model and test the
property of its parameters that may cause identifiability issues of the model.
2.1 Modeling Preparation
We start with the introduction of the model structure of the WECC CM-
PLDW as shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of a substation transformer model,
a feeder equivalent model, and six load model components [16]. The load
components include three three-phase (3Φ) motors, one single-phase (1Φ)
motor, one static ZIP load, and an electronic load, all connected in parallel.
The 3Φ motors are henceforth named motor A, B, and C, and the 1Φ mo-
tor, which is used to model an air conditioner compressor, is named motor
D. Compared to the simple ZIP+IM model of only 13 parameters [10], the
WECC CMPLDW model has a more extensive list of parameters used to de-
scribe its static and dynamic behaviors under disturbances. A representative
CMPLDW model has in total 121 parameters as listed in Table 2.1; see more
details in [16]. Table 2.1 also shows example parameter values, developed by
an earlier report [14]. These parameters can be categorized to represent the
following:
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the WECC CMPLDW composite load model
[14].
• substation and feeder (e.g., transformer reactance and feeder equivalent
impedance);
• load model components (e.g., reactance and inertia of a motor, or the
ZIP coefficients);
• the fraction for each load component (e.g., Fel, FmA, etc.).
We note that in the WECC CMPLDW model, a subset of the parameters
will be excluded in the ensuing study. They are marked in italic fonts in
Table 2.1. Some of them either follow a fixed setting or are well known
to be unidentifiable using field measurements. For instance, the induction
motor type parameters MtypA, MtypB, MtypC, and MtypD, as shown in
Figure 2.1, are preset to have motors A, B, and C designated as 3Φ and
motor D as 1Φ. Based on the specific motor, its low voltage trip delay or
reconnection time (Ttr1A, Ttr2B, or Trc2C) is often deactivated by taking
an infinite value. These parameters are preset following the optimal setting
in the report [14].
We will follow the measurement-based approach to identify the CMPLDW
model. In fact, the model is proposed to specifically describe the measure-
ment of load behavior during the FIDVR events. The FIDVR events refer
to the faults that result in a voltage profile as shown in Figure 2.2, where
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Table 2.1: The list of the parameters and their example values of the
WECC CMPLDW model.
Feeder Electronic Load Motor B Motor C Motor D
Bss 0 Fel 0.167 FmB 0.167 FmC 0.167 FmD 0.167
Rfdr 0.04 Pfel 1 MtypB 3 MtypC 3 MtypD 1
Xfdr 0.05 Vd1 0.75 LFmB 0.8 LFmC 0.8 LFmD 1
Fb 0.75 Vd2 0.65 RsB 0.03 RsC 0.03 CompPFD 0.97
Xxf 0.08 Frcel 0.25 LsB 1.8 LsC 1.8 VstallD 0.6
Tfixhs 1 Motor A LpB 0.16 LpC 0.16 RstallD 0.1
Tfixls 1 FmA 0.167 LppB 0.12 LppC 0.12 XstallD 0.1
LTC 1 MtypA 3 TpoB 0.1 TpoC 0.1 TstallD 0.02
Tmin 0.9 LFmA 0.7 TppoB 0.0026 TppoC 0.0026 FrstD 0
Tmax 1.1 RsA 0.04 HB 1 HC 0.1 VrstD 0.9
step 0.00625 LsA 1.8 EtrqB 2 EtrqC 2 TrstD 0.4
Vmin 1 LpA 0.1 Vtr1B 0.5 Vtr1C 0.5 FuvrD 0.17
Vmax 1.02 LppA 0.083 Ttr1B 0.02 Ttr1C 0.02 Vtr1D 0.65
Tdel 30 TpoA 0.092 Ftr1B 0.2 Ftr1C 0.2 Ttr1D 0.02
Tdelstep 5 TppoA 0.002 Vrc1B 0.65 Vrc1C 0.65 Vtr2D 0.9
Rcmp 0 HA 0.05 Trc1B 0.6 Trc1C 0.6 Ttr2D 5
Xcmp 0 EtrqA 0 Vtr2B 0.7 Vtr2C 0.7 Vc1offD 0.4
Static Load Vtr1A 0.75 Ttr2B 0.02 Ttr2C 0.02 Vc2offD 0.4
Pfs -0.99 Ttr1A ∞ Ftr2B 0.3 Ftr2C 0.3 Vc1onD 0.45
P1e 2 Ftr1A 0.2 Vrc2B 0.85 Vrc2C 0.85 Vc2onD 0.45
P1c 0.54546 Vrc1A 0.9 Trc2B ∞ Trc2C ∞ TthD 30
P2e 1 Trc1A ∞ Th1tD 0.3
P2c 0.45454 Vtr2A 0.5 Th2tD 2.05
Pfrq -1 Ttr2A 0.02 TvD 0.025
Q1e 2 Ftr2A 0.47
Q1c -0.5 Vrc2A 0.639





Figure 2.2: Voltage profiles during FIDVR events recorded in PQube
datasets #1 and #2.
the voltage level takes a long time to recover from the voltage drop after
the disturbance. This can be detrimental to the transient stability of power
systems since it may cause the loss of voltage control and even potential
cascading effects [15]. Therefore the FIDVR events and CMPLDW model
have been increasingly appealing to researchers and will be the focus of the
present work as well.
Unless otherwise noted, all the event measurement data exploited are taken
from real datasets collected by a southern US utility company. They are
recorded using PQube devices [37] during three summer months in 2012.
Each event includes the voltage profile and the corresponding real and reac-
tive power consumption, all with a sampling rate of 60 Hz.
2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
As shown in [9, 10, 11, 12], dynamic load modeling is generally challenged by
the identifiability issues of parameters that describe the model structure. The
identifiability issues have two primary causes: the insensitivity of some pa-
rameters and the dependencies among several parameters [11]. It is difficult
to identify these parameters accurately because different values of insensitive
parameters or various combinations of dependent parameters may result in
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a similar output response. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the sensitivity and inter-
dependency of the CMPLDW parameters will be investigated, respectively.
Similar analysis has been performed for the CLOD model in [38], and similar
conclusions were obtained.
We will first use trajectory sensitivity analysis to obtain a feature vector
for each parameter. Trajectory sensitivity represents the sensitivity of the
system dynamic response to the changes of each parameter in θ [39]. If the
state-space representation of load models is available, this sensitivity factor
can be evaluated using the perturbation method [9, 10]. However, for complex
load models such as CMPLDW, it is difficult to develop their mathematical
state-space representations. Hence, we will use a finite-difference derivative
approximation to perform the trajectory sensitivity analysis. Specifically,







≈ f(t;θ0 + εei)−f(t;θ0 − εei)
2ε
(2.1)
where θ0 has the nominal parameter values, ei is the Kronecker vector with
all entries zero except for the i-th entry equal to 1, and the perturbation
coefficient ε is a small positive value. The dynamic system output f(t;θ)
under different parameter settings can be obtained by numerical simulation.
Hence, the resultant sensitivity Ji(t) will consist of discrete-time samples
throughout the fault event. Concatenating the samples into a vector Ji of
length T for each parameter, we can use it as the feature vector to characterize
the effects of changing θi in the dynamic response. Note that perturbations
in both active and reactive power outputs are included in the vector Ji.
Main results from the parameters’ trajectory sensitivity under FIDVR
events are illustrated in this chapter. Given a fault voltage disturbance, we
first show that some parameters have very minimal (even absolutely zero)
sensitivity. Interestingly, we further observe that the sensitivity is strongly
related to the shape of the faulted voltage, which originates from the thresh-
olding nonlinearity of the WECC CMPLDW.
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Figure 2.3: The 2-norm and its logarithm of the trajectory sensitivity of
each parameter from the test on PQube data set #1, sorted in descending
order.
2.2.1 Insensitive Parameters
Using the sensitivity vectors {Ji}, we can first identify the parameters to
which the load model output is insensitive. Figure 2.3 plots the sorted ‖Ji‖2
values and their logarithmic values for all CMPLDW parameters under the
voltage input in dataset #1. Clearly, almost half the parameters have very
minimal, or even zero, trajectory sensitivity, which means that changing
the value of several CMPLDW parameters could result in negligible output
perturbations. Hence, we choose a predetermined threshold rth > 0 and
only select the parameters with ‖Ji‖2 ≥ rth for the ensuing analysis. For
the N parameters selected, their corresponding feature vectors are stacked
into the T × N matrix J, which is approximately the Jacobian matrix for
the measurement function f(θ) at θ = θ0. The most significantly sensitive
parameters are marked as bold in Table 2.1. Particularly, by setting the
threshold rth as 1% of the nominal output norm ‖Ji‖2, a total of N = 70
parameters are selected to form the resultant Jacobian J.
Some of the absolutely insensitive parameters are related to the tripping
behavior of the load components, which may not be activated under the
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given input voltage profile. For example, parameters Vd1 and Vd2 are used
to set the voltage levels for tripping the electronic load. Slightly varying
their values will not cause any change of the system response if the lowest
voltage input is significantly higher than the initial tripping levels specified
in Vd1 and Vd2. These examples reveal the thresholding nonlinearity of the
CMPLDW model. Therefore, the selection of insensitive parameters depends
on both the initial parameter setting θ0 and the input voltage profile.
2.2.2 Impact of Input Fault Voltage Profile
Figure 2.4: Illustration of vertical and horizontal stretching of the voltage
profile.
Building on previous analysis, we investigate the impact of the input volt-
age profile on the parameter sensitivity. We first designate PQube data set
#1 in Figure 2.2 as our base case. We then modify the base case profile to
emulate faults of varying severity and recovery time. Specifically, we scale
the profile vertically to vary the minimum fault voltage, while maintaining
the pre-fault voltage. We scale the profile horizontally to vary the recovery
time. These are both illustrated in Figure 2.4.
The parameter sensitivities are then calculated for each voltage profile and
plotted in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 on a log scale. From Figure 2.5 we can
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Figure 2.5: Parameter sensitivity under vertical stretching of the voltage
profile. The base case minimum fault voltage level is 0.3703 p.u. (see
Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.6: Parameter sensitivity under horizontal stretching of the voltage
profile. The base case profile period is 30 s (see Figure 2.2).
see that the parameter sensitivities do not remain constant. There is a cyan
colored line which has relatively low sensitivity between 0 and 0.5 p.u., peaks
at 0.6 p.u., then disappears for profiles with higher minimum voltage. This
line corresponds to the parameter VstallD, the stall voltage for motor D. In
the base case, the stall voltage is set to 0.6 p.u.. When the minimum fault
voltage does not drop below 0.6 p.u., motor D will not stall, hence VstallD
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does not affect the trajectory at all (‖Ji‖2 = 0 for VstallD). Since Figure 2.5
uses a log axis, those zero sensitivities cannot be plotted. On the other hand,
when the minimum fault voltage is very close to 0.6 p.u., the sensitivity of
VstallD exceeds the other parameters by approximately one order of magni-
tude. This is because a small change in the value of VstallD will determine
whether motor D stalls; this is thresholding nonlinearity. Finally, for faults
where the voltage drops significantly below 0.6 p.u., motor D will definitely
stall, so the trajectory again becomes very insensitive to VstallD. The reason
the sensitivity is not exactly zero is merely that a more severe fault causes
the voltage to drop faster, and hence causes motor D to stall a fraction of a
cycle earlier.
We can also see that many parameters have a large peak in sensitivity when
the minimum fault voltage is 0.7 p.u. and a few parameters have a peak at
0.5 p.u. These can also be attributed to thresholding nonlinearity. Voltage
trip levels Vtr1A, Vtr2B, Vtr2C, and Vtr1D, and voltage reconnection levels
Vrc1B, Vrc1C, and Vrc2A are all between 0.639 and 0.75 p.u.. Voltage trip
levels Vtr1B, Vtr1C, and Vtr2A are all 0.5 p.u.. When the minimum fault
voltage is near those values, not only those voltage thresholds, but also any
associated time delays, such as trip delay times, become very sensitive. For
example, motor B parameters Vtr1B and Ttr1B represent the under-voltage
trip level and the trip delay time. If motor B does not trip for the given
voltage input, varying Ttr1B will not affect the output dynamics either.
The parameter sensitivities in Figure 2.6 are more uniform than those in
Figure 2.5. This is because we are not affecting the minimum fault voltage.
However, we still see some peaks when the profile period is reduced to around
20 s, which is evidence that thresholding non-linearity is occurring for time
thresholds, such as a reconnection time delay.
2.3 Dependency Analysis
Due to the nonlinearity of the CMPLDW model, it has been recognized
that the estimation problem as showcased in equation (1.1) could admit
multiple (locally) optimal solutions. This observation implies that different
combinations of parameter values could produce the same data fitting results
in measurement-based load modeling. It has been observed for the CLOD
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model [13] and more rigorously studied for the ZIP+IM model [9, 10, 11, 12].
From the perspective of systems theory, this challenge relates to the param-
eter identifiability issue for dynamic systems [40]. It is possible the system
response is insensitive to the changes in certain parameter values. More in-
terestingly, multiple parameters could be dependent on each other such that
the system output is affected by their parameter values in an aggregated fash-
ion. Existing studies on the parameter dependency of load models in [11] are
limited to the pair-wise similarity between any two parameters. This method
may work well for the simple ZIP+IM model, but falls short in studying the
more complex CMPLDW with dozens of parameters. We will develop a gen-
eral analysis framework that can capture the parameter dependency among
multiple parameters.
2.3.1 Examples of Dependent Parameters
As an example, consider the stator resistance of motors B and C, RsB and
RsC. Since the parameters of motors B and C are quite similar, we find that
RsB and RsC are essentially indistinguishable from one another. In Figure
2.7, the default values of RsB and RsC (see Table 2.1) are indicated by the
dashed white lines. The simulation result with RsB and RsC at their default
values is the base case output. With all other parameters fixed, the values of
RsB and RsC are then varied between 10% and 200% of their default value.
The mean squared error (MSE) between the resulting outputs and the base
case output are then calculated and contoured in the figure. From the figure,
we can see that as long as RsB and RsC are varied proportionally, the MSE
will stay in the dark blue region extending from the top-left to bottom-right
corners. Thus, from a single set of output measurements, it is difficult to
uniquely identify both RsB and RsC. Only if we pick one parameter’s value
can we then determine the other parameter.
While the dependence of this particular pair of parameters seems intuitive,
there are other pairs of dependent parameters which have no simple expla-
nation. Consider the following two parameters for the single-phase motor D:
XstallD, the stall reactance in p.u., and Th2tD, the thermal protection trip
completion temperature in p.u.. Both these parameters have quite high sen-
sitivity: XstallD is ranked first, and Th2tD is 13th among all the parameters.
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Figure 2.7: Contour of the MSE between the base case output and test
cases for RsB and RsC, the stator resistances of motors B and C.
These two parameters are also completely unrelated from a physical stand-
point. However, in Figure 2.8, we can see that they exhibit interdependent
behavior. We hypothesize that this is because for a larger XstallD, the stall
current and hence the thermal losses would be lower, which would require a
lower Th2tD to cause the same tripping behavior. Due to this interdepen-
dency, it would still be difficult to identify both parameters uniquely within
the dark blue region.
Finally, we illustrate how thresholding nonlinearity impacts the parameter
dependency by contouring VstallD and XstallD. VstallD is the stall voltage
of motor D, which we also highlighted in Figure 2.5 and Section 2.2.2. This
Figure 2.9 agrees with our analysis from Section 2.2.2. Note that we change
the voltage trip level here, whereas Figure 2.5 changed the minimum fault
voltage. When the stall voltage VstallD is set below the minimum fault
voltage of 0.3703 p.u., neither its own value nor that of the stall reactance
matters, which leads to the dark red area at the bottom of the contour.
Above 0.3703 p.u., the vertical contour lines mean that VstallD does not
matter. However, since VstallD is higher than the minimum fault voltage,
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Figure 2.8: Contour of the MSE for two relatively sensitive parameters.
XstallD and Th2tD are the stall reactance and the thermal protection trip
completion temperature for motor D, respectively.
the motor will stall, so XstallD does impact the simulation result.
2.3.2 SVD-based Dependency Analysis
If the trajectory sensitivity vectors of several parameters are very similar,
then it is possible that several combinations of these parameter values will
produce the same output response. Hence, the parameter dependency analy-
sis boils down to the problem of finding the parameters of similar trajectory
sensitivity. As the length of each Ji is the total number of output samples,
its value T can be very large. To reduce the dimension of feature vectors,
we will first perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) [41] on matrix
J. To analyze the dependency of parameters with vastly different sensitiv-
ities, we first normalize each Ji to make the parameters comparable. With
T >> N , the compact singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Jacobian
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Figure 2.9: Contour of the MSE which highlights the effect of thresholding
nonlinearity. XstallD, the stall reactance for motor D, is continuous, but
VstallD, the stall voltage of motor D, is discontinuous.
matrix J is given by:
J = U ·Σ ·VT, (2.2)
where the T × N matrix U = [u1, . . . ,uN ] consists of the N orthonormal
left-singular vectors satisfying UTU = I; and similarly for the right-singular
vectors in the N × N matrix V = [v1, . . . ,vN ]. The diagonal matrix Σ =
diag {σ1, σ2, · · · , σN} contains the N singular values ordered by σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥
· · · ≥ σN ≥ 0. Clearly, each column of (2.2) can be represented as Ji =∑N
n=1(σnvn,i)un, where vn,i is the i-th entry of vn. Hence, each un can be
viewed as a common principle component (PC) of all vectors {Ji}, where
the scaled vector σnv
T
n represents the contribution weights of every Ji to the
n-th PC, or the participation factors.
Figure 2.10 (a) plots all N singular values for the normalized Jacobian
matrix. Clearly, the magnitude of σn decreases rapidly when n ≤ 20, imply-
ing the first few PCs are much more dominant than the rest in forming Ji.
Hence, Ji can be well approximated using the first L < N PCs, as given by
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: For the normalized Jacobian matrix: (a) its singular values σn
in descending order; (b) the approximation error ratio ηL using the first L
PCs. Both are obtained using the PQube dataset #1.
Ji ≈ JLi :=
∑L
n=1(σnvn,i)un. In fact, the approximation error ratio using the













where ‖ · ‖F denotes the matrix Frobenius norm. Figure 2.10 (b) plots the
approximation error ratio value versus the number of PCs L. To achieve
ηL < 10% one can select L = 16 PCs, while for ηL < 1%, L = 35 suffices.
Hence, we can approximate each Ji of length T using a much smaller number
of PCs with excellent approximation accuracy.
2.3.3 K-medoids Clustering
The K-medoids algorithm [42] is adopted to cluster the N parameters us-
ing the trajectory sensitivities Ji as feature vectors. Given the number of
clusters K, K-medoids aims to find the cluster assignment {Ck}Kk=1 that min-
imizes the overall distance between any input vector and the medoid of its
assigned cluster. K-medoids is preferred over the classical K-means cluster-
ing for its improved robustness to noise and outliers [42]. To this end, define
the distance between any two parameters i and j using the Euclidean-norm
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dissimilarity measure as follows:
dij = ‖Ji − Jj‖2. (2.4)
The approximate feature vectors {JLi } of reduced dimension can be leveraged
to facilitate the distance computation in (2.4), which is an effective pre-
processing approach in high-dimensional data clustering. In particular, the
approximate dissimilarity metric can be defined by:
dij ≈ ||JLi − JLj ||2 =
√√√√ L∑
n=1
σ2n(vn,i − vn,j)2. (2.5)
For given distance metric and clustering assignment {Ck}Kk=1, the medoid of
each cluster k is defined as:





which has the minimum summed distance from other parameters within the









where ck is the medoid of Ck given by (2.6). Albeit non-convex, the optimiza-
tion problem (2.7) is typically solved by the partitioning around medoids
(PAM) algorithm [42].
To evaluate the K-medoids clustering results, one can use the silhouette
value [43]. If parameter i is assigned into Ck, its average intra-cluster dissim-





















which by definition satisfies −1 ≤ s(i) ≤ 1. The closer s(i) is to 1, the better
the cluster assignment for parameter i. In general, a large average silhouette
value over all input parameters (close to 1) indicates that the clustering
assignment is of good quality.
Figure 2.11 (a) plots the average silhouette values for the K-medoids clus-
tering results under different numbers of clusters K. From this figure, we
have chosen K = 10, 20, and 30 for further investigation, and plotted the
average silhouette values of each cluster for these K choices in Figs. 2.11
(b)-(d). When K = 10, most of the average cluster silhouette values are
quite small, or even negative, indicating that the cluster assignment is poor.
However, if K increases to 30, a majority of clusters have just a few ele-
ments, or even consist of a single element. Such an assignment prevents us
from drawing useful conclusions on the similarity among parameters. Fi-
nally, we have selected K = 20 as a compromise between silhouette values
and preferred cluster size. Some of the example cluster assignments under
K = 20 are listed in Table 2.2. As expected, quite a few clusters contain the
motor parameters of the same property. For example, C16 contains the frac-
tion of motors that obey the second low voltage trip level of motors B and C,
{Ftr2B, Ftr2C}. Interestingly, there are parameters that capture completely
different load characteristics clustered in a group. For example, XstallD the
stall reactance, Th2tD the thermal protection trip completion temperature,
and TthD the thermal time constant for motor D are grouped in C2. Al-
though they are not directly related, they exhibit strong interdependency as


































































































Table 2.2: Selected parameter assignment results of K-medoid Clustering
using K = 20.
Cluster Parameters
2 XstallD, Th2tD, TthD
4 HA, HC
6 Trc1B, Trc1C
8 Vtr2A, Vtr1B, Vtr1C
10 Ttr2B, Ttr2C
11 Q1c, Q2c
13 Ttr2A, Ttr1B, Ttr1C
16 Ftr2B, Ftr2C
2.3.4 MDS-based Visualization
In addition to the quantitative clustering results, we further employ the mul-
tidimensional scaling technique [35] to provide an intuitive visualization of
the CMPLDW parameter dependency. MDS aims to map high-dimensional
inputs to a lower p-dimensional space while best preserving pair-wise dis-
similarity of the data. For a given dissimilarity measure {dij} among any
parameter pair (i, j), MDS will output a low-dimensional representation
X := {xi}Ni=1 of dimension p. Specifically, the dissimilarity can be preserved
by solving the following optimization problem:
min
X
σ (X ) :=
{∑
i,j [‖xi − xj‖2 − dij]
2∑
i,j ‖xi − xj‖2
}1/2
, (2.11)
where the defined error objective σ (X ) is known as the Kruskal Stress [35].
The smaller σ(X ) is, the better the MDS mapping. The minimization prob-
lem (2.11) can be solved using a variety of iterative methods, such as the
gradient descent or the majorization technique [35]. These iterative algo-
rithms can be initialized based on the SVD results, i.e., using the first p
participation factors σnv
T
n as the initial guess for entries of xi.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the 2-dimensional MDS mapping {xi} for the CM-
PLDW model parameters. A reasonably small objective value σ(X ) = 0.21
has been obtained for this MDS mapping. To better evaluate the MDS re-
sults, the K-medoids clustering assignment in Figure 2.11 (c) under K = 20
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Figure 2.12: MDS result for the N = 70 parameters in a 2-dimensional
space: each circle represents a parameter, while the larger ellipses
correspond to the K-medoids clusters under K = 20 in Figure 2.11 (c).
has been added to each parameter, showing that the clusters are well sepa-
rated in this 2-dimensional space. In particular, the clusters listed in Table
2.2 can be easily identified in this figure. The MDS results are effective for
visualizing the parameter dependency.
2.4 Numerical Results
We investigate two of the parameter clusters obtained by the above depen-
dency analysis. Based on Table 2.2, we select the parameters in clusters C2
and C4 and compare the similarity of their trajectory sensitivity profiles, as
plotted in Figure 2.13. For the parameters that are within either cluster, they
share an extremely similar trajectory sensitivity pattern. This observation
confirms our earlier dependency analysis results.
Table 2.3: The list of four modified cases of parameter settings.
XstallD Th2tD TthD HA HC
Ini. Case 0.1 2.05 30 Ini. Case 0.05 0.1
Case 1 0.1 1.7 38 Case 3 0.2 0.01
Case 2 0.105 2.4 23.5 Case 4 0.01 0.8
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the normalized trajectory sensitivity for the
two parameter clusters in Table 2.2: (top) C2 = {XstallD, Th2tD, TthD},
and (bottom) C4 = {HA, HC}.
Figure 2.14: The active/reactive power outputs under the four cases of
different parameter settings as listed in Table 2.3.
Furthermore, Table 2.3 lists four modified cases of parameter settings for
the CMPLDW model, all of which result in a nearly identical output response
as depicted by Figure 2.14. The dashed vertical line partitions the responses
to active and reactive power outputs, respectively. This convention is adopted
for all the ensuing output response plots. Compared to the initial case, cases
1-4 are produced by varying the values of parameters in either C2 or C4. Due
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to the similar trajectory sensitivity pattern, the effect of changing the value
of one parameter could be compensated by that of other parameters in the
same cluster, which makes the resultant dynamic responses indistinguishable.
For example, in case 1, the thermal time constant TthD is increased from 30
to 38, while the thermal protection trip completion level Th2tD is decreased
from 2.05 to 1.7. Still, the dynamic response stays almost the same as the
initial case. This reveals the parameter identifiability issue and manifests the
necessity of the dependency analysis.
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Chapter 3
Dynamic Load Model Identification
The sensitivity and dependency analysis results in Chapter 2 reveal the chal-
lenges in identifying the dynamic load model, the WECC CMPLDW. In this
chapter, we propose an improved model identification algorithm based on reg-
ularizing the NLS objective in the traditional measurement-based approach
captured by equation (1.1). Extensive simulation tests on both synthetic and
real measurement data are performed to validate the proposed algorithm.
3.1 Improved Parameter Estimation
A high level of dependency among load model parameters exacerbates the
identifiability issues of them, which will lead to ill-conditioning of the original
NLS estimation problem in (1.1). To tackle this issue, we propose to regu-
larize the NLS objective by incorporating known a priori parameter values





‖y − f(θ)‖22 +
µ
2
‖Γ (θ − θc) ‖22, (3.1)
where Γ is a diagonal matrix of all positive values, and the coefficient µ > 0
will be chosen to balance the NLS fitting error and the regularization term.
A priori parameter setting θc can be obtained either based on load surveys
or from historic disturbance data.
In fact, the 2-norm based regularization term is known to improve es-
timation accuracy for ill-posed problems without increasing computational
complexity [44]. Here the regularization term in (3.1) prevents the estimated
θ from changing significantly from the a priori θc, while minimizing the
mismatch between the modeled and measurement output data.
Interestingly, the regularized objective in (3.1) still admits an NLS form if
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For this augmented system, the residual error term becomes r′ := y′− f ′(θ),






. The reformulation in
(3.2) suggests solving the regularized NLS problem using the classical L-M
algorithm, which iteratively updates θ as follows:
∆θ = −
(






JTJ + µΓTΓ + λD
)−1 [
JTr + µΓTΓ (θc − θ)
]
,
where D is a positive diagonal matrix and λ is the damping coefficient chosen
by the algorithm. Matrix D is usually set to be the identity matrix I or the
diagonal part of (JTf ′Jf ′), in order to improve the conditioning of the inverse
operation. As for the damping coefficient, at large λ the update (3.3) would
follow the gradient direction JTf ′r
′, which would guarantee an objective cost
reduction. As λ diminishes, it becomes the Gauss-Newton update which can
converge geometrically nearby the solution. Thus, typically the value of λ is
adaptively adjusted to ensure both the decrease in the objective (3.1) and a
satisfactory convergence rate [45].
As shown in (3.3), the regularization term can improve the conditioning
of the effective Jacobian Jf ′ and thus benefit the convergence of the L-M
algorithm. However, the regularization matrix and coefficient need to be
carefully chosen to minimally affect the NLS data fitting mismatch error in
(3.1). For example, if µ is too large, the regularization term will dominate
the overall objective of (3.1). The resultant estimate would be extremely
close to θc, and may not effectively diminish the NLS fitting error. We can
gradually increase the value of µ from zero until both reasonable estimated
parameter values and satisfactory data fitting performance are achieved. As
for matrix Γ, its diagonals determine the penalty on the deviation between
each parameter estimation and its a priori value. A simple approach is to
scale the diagonals of Γ to be inversely proportional to the absolute value
of the entries of θc. One can also incorporate additional information of the
variability of parameter values to set the diagonals of Γ. As suggested by a
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recent NERC report [15], several motor parameters, such as the loading fac-
tor LFmX, synchronous reactance LsX, and transient reactance LpX, can be
accurately determined by laboratory tests with small variability in field stud-
ies. Accordingly, the corresponding diagonal entries in Γ for these parameters
can be set to a very large value. On the other hand, some parameters could
vary significantly depending on the season, study area, or fault type, includ-
ing the load component fraction FmX parameters. Smaller values in their
corresponding diagonal entries of Γ will encourage those parameters to be es-
timated using more reliable field measurement data, as compared to outdated
load surveys.
3.2 Numerical Results
Numerical tests have been performed to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed regularized-NLS scheme. The real disturbance measurements collected
in PQube datasets #1 or #2 are used. The PowerWorld transient analysis
package is employed to simulate the WECC CMPLDW response for a given
fault voltage input. We validate the proposed parameter estimation scheme
using both synthetic and real output measurement data.
To improve the NLS computation efficiency, we have excluded around half
of the parameters with (almost) zero trajectory sensitivity from being esti-
mated. Values for these insensitive parameters are fixed at their nominal ones
as listed in Table 2.1. The a priori parameter setting θc used for solving (3.1)
is taken from Table 2.1 as well. To select the regularization coefficient µ, its
value increases from 0.01 by a factor of 2 until satisfactory fitting results are
achieved. As for the diagonal weighting matrix Γ, we use the inverse magni-
tude of the a priori parameter values as its diagonal entries. In addition, for
the motor internal parameters of small variability in field studies [15], their
corresponding diagonal entries in Γ will be multiplied by a factor of 50.
Using the input voltage from PQube dataset #1, we first generate the
modeled active/reactive power outputs with the values of selected param-
eters changed from nominal ones, as listed in Table 3.1. The noise-free
synthetic measurements and the data fitting results using both NLS and
regularized NLS methods are plotted in Figure 3.1. To test the robustness
of the two methods to measurement noise, we also add white Gaussian noise
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Table 3.1: Selected parameters with actual and estimated values by the
NLS and regularized (R-)NLS methods, both performed using the synthetic
data with (w/) and without (w/o) noise.
Parameter Xxf Pfrq LFmA Vrc2A RsC
Actual value 0.01 -1.3 0.8 0.8 0.01
NLS w/o noise 0.0724 -62.435 0.5828 0.6553 0.4912
R-NLS w/o noise 0.0201 -1.1179 0.6832 0.6468 0.0079
NLS w/ noise 0.0860 109.208 0.3822 0.6441 1.5e-5
R-NLS w/ noise 0.0206 -0.8239 0.6926 0.6487 0.0133
Figure 3.1: Noise-free synthetic data and the fitting results attained by the
NLS and regularized NLS methods.
to the measurements, as shown in Figure 3.2 along with the data fitting re-
sults. For both noise-free and noisy tests, Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate that
the data fitting error performance for both methods is comparable, with the
regularized NLS slightly outperforming the other. Nonetheless, Table 3.1
demonstrates that the regularized NLS achieves much more accurate param-
eter estimates and better robustness to additive noise, as compared to the
original NLS method. For example, the NLS method exhibits “evaporation
effects” [45] for parameter Pfrq, the active power frequency dependency fac-
tor. Its estimated value −62.4350 under the noise-free setting goes far beyond
the nominal range for this parameter. Furthermore, the NLS estimates could
be strongly affected by the synthetic measurement noise, as shown for pa-
rameters Pfrq and RsC. Under measurement noise, the L-M update could
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Figure 3.2: Noisy synthetic data and the fitting results attained by the NLS
and regularized NLS methods.
take extremely large steps under the original NLS objective. On the other
hand, the regularized NLS estimates not only match well with the actual
parameter values, but also show high consistency between the noise-free and
noisy scenarios. It is worth noting that although neither method is able to
exactly achieve the actual parameter values, the fitting results in the output
response are shown to be acceptable. This observation is explained by the
issue of parameter identifiability in the CMPLDW model.
Table 3.2: Selected parameter estimates attained by the NLS and
regularized NLS methods using PQube dataset #2.
Parameter Fb Pfrq Qfrq HC VrstD
NLS 0.1069 -119.04 0.7505 0.2591 1.6219
Reg-NLS 0.4500 -1.2906 -1.0071 0.1005 0.7089
We have also validated the performance of the proposed regularized NLS
method using the PQube datasets. Figure 3.3 plots the measured power out-
put data of PQube dataset #2, along with the results attained by the two
methods. Although both methods show competitive performance in terms of
fitting the output data, the NLS method leads to unreasonable parameter es-
timate values as listed in Table 3.2, especially for Pfrq. In some real datasets,
the measurement data lacks good quality. This is the case for PQube dataset
#1 with several irregular peaks. We first pre-process this dataset by smooth-
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Figure 3.3: PQube dataset #2 and the fitting results attained by the NLS
and regularized NLS methods.
Figure 3.4: PQube dataset #1 with the fitting results attained by the NLS
and regularized NLS methods.
ing out these peaks. Figure 3.4 plots the raw output data and its smoothed
version, and the latter is used for parameter estimation. Clearly, the pro-
posed regularized NLS method significantly outperforms the original NLS
one, in terms of fitting the smoothed and even the raw measurements. Simi-
lar comparisons on the estimated parameter values as in Table 3.2 have been
observed for PQube dataset #1. By incorporating the a priori parameter
information, the regularized NLS method has been validated to be of higher
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accuracy and more robust to noise compared to the original NLS method.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic EV Charging Load Model
In the following three chapters, we investigate the modeling and management
of dynamic loads in another power system operational task, i.e., demand
response/demand side management. In particular, we aim to model the
charging of electric vehicles as a price-responsive load and design an optimal
pricing scheme to optimize the welfare of both power and transportation
networks coupled through the EVs’ charging during their traveling. In this
chapter, we first introduce such a load model that accounts for the time-
varying property of EV travel demand.
In this case, developing a price-responsive EV charging load model is essen-
tially solving an EV traffic flow assignment (TFA) problem given electricity
prices. Specifically, we first model the individual EV user’s cost during a
trip, and then characterize the user equilibrium of the TFA as a function of
electricity prices at charging stations. We consider the period of a day dis-
cretized into T time slots indexed by τ with τ ∈ Υ := {0, 1, · · · , T − 1}. Let
T := {t0, t1, . . . , tT−1} be the set of time instants that separate one day into
T disjoint periods [t0, t1), [t1, t2), . . . , [tT−1, tT ) with equal length. We denote
the length of each period as ∆ := tτ+1 − tτ ,∀τ ∈ Υ. The travel demand
is differentiated by their origin o ∈ O, destination d ∈ D, and preferred
departure and arrival time tdep, tarr ∈ T . For notational brevity, we define
q := (o, d, tdep, tarr) to represent one type of travel demand, and let Q be the
set of all types of travel demand. We further denote the amount of travel
demand of type q as uq.
4.1 Individual User Cost
Consider an EV user associated with travel demand q. He/she is allowed to
freely choose actual departure time tτ ∈ T as well as a route r ∈ Rod, where
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Rod is the set of all feasible routes from o to d, and a route r contains a se-
quence of consecutive stops along the trip. The user aims to minimize his/her
total cost incurred during the trip, denoted as cq. The cost cq contains three
components: transportation cost cq,t caused by the travel time on the road,
charging cost cq,e paid to the charging stations, and the unpunctuality penalty
cq,p that captures the cost for lateness/earliness of actual departure/arrival
time compared to his/her preferred departure/arrival time, i.e.,
cq(tτ , r) := cq,t(tτ , r) + cq,e(tτ , r) + cq,p(tτ , r),∀q ∈ Q. (4.1)
All costs depend on the actual departure time tτ and the routing choice r of
the user, for example, which station to charge the vehicle or which location to
stop by en route. We call the transportation cost cq,t and the unpunctuality
penalty cq,p collectively travel cost. Details of the modeling for the cost
components are provided as follows.
Above all, we introduce several assumptions for our EV travel model. We
first assume that the number of EVs that require charging en route is insuf-
ficient to considerably impact traffic congestion. In fact, the total number
of EVs on the road nowadays only account for 0.15% of the total motor
vehicles [46]. Therefore, one EV user’s transportation cost, i.e., the time
he/she spends en route, does not depend on other EV users’ route choices.
By contrast, it is determined by the background traffic induced by tradi-
tional gas-fueled vehicles and other EVs that do not require charging en
route. By making this assumption, we are able to overcome two major dif-
ficulties in the modeling: i) the dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) problem
with flow-dependent link-performance functions is very difficult to model and
usually can only be solved with simulation-based tools [47]; ii) finding opti-
mal routes for users under limited EV battery capacity and limited charging
station spots is recognized to be challenging as well [33].
Second, all EV users considered are assumed to visit at least one charging
station during the trip. We use S to represent the set of charging stations.
For ease of exposition, we only discuss the case where each user visits one
charging station during a trip, yet the readers will see that the same approach
can be extended to the trips involving multiple stops at different charging
stations. Since the transportation cost is independent of the EV traffic flow,
choosing the shortest feasible path in the transportation network is equivalent
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to choosing a charging station between the origin and the destination that
induces the least transportation cost. Therefore, the user’s choice of route
r ∈ Rod is essentially the choice of charging station s ∈ S, which changes the
notation of the cost cq(tτ , r) to cq(tτ , s).
Under this assumption, each trip consists of two segments, one from origin
o to charging station s, and the other from the station to destination d. These
two segments are respectively the shortest paths between the two pairs of
locations, with the transportation cost to be
cq,t(tτ , s) = αt ·
(
lτ,o−s + lτ ′′,s−d
)
,∀tτ ∈ T , s ∈ S, q ∈ Q, (4.2)
where s ∈ r is a charging station on the route r, αt is the monetary-time
conversion factor ($/hr), and lτ,o−s and lτ ′′,s−d are the transportation time
(hr) of the shortest path traveling from origin o to s departing at time tτ , and
from s to d departing at time tτ ′′ , respectively. Essentially these transporta-
tion times are functions of actual departure time tτ and the charging station
choice s, though we do not explicitly use lτ,o−s(tτ , s) and lτ ′′,s−d(tτ , s) for
brevity of notation. Because the transportation times are flow-independent,
their values can be computed offline using an actual map for various tτ and s.
Note that the transportation time should be rounded to multiples of the time
resolution ∆ so that they can fit in our discrete time line. Moreover, note
that the time indices τ and τ ′′ are used to distinguish the transportation time
on the shortest paths starting at different time slots since the background
traffic condition might vary over time. Once the choice of route and charging
duration are determined, we can compute tτ ′′ based on tτ as we will show
later.
In addition, we assume that the EV departs from origin with a full battery,
and then recharges the battery at the stations to the minimum level that
exactly covers the rest of its trip. The distance an EV can travel with a
certain level of energy in the battery is also assumed to be fixed, regardless
of time spent on the road. This suggests that the charging duration of EV





wo−s + ws−d − wR
)⌉
,∀s ∈ S, q ∈ Q, (4.3)
where αc is a conversion factor of range-charging duration (hr/mile), wR is
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the range an EV can cover with a full battery (mile), and wo−s and ws−d
are the distances from o to s and from s to d (mile), respectively. We use
d·e to round the charging duration up to multiples of the time resolution ∆.
Note that if wo−s > wR or ws−d > wR, such a path is not feasible and should
not be included in Rod; and if (wo−s + ws−d − wR) <= 0, such a trip does
not require charging en route, and thus should be considered as background
traffic. Therefore, the user’s charging cost is the accumulative payment to
the station over the whole charging duration period
cq,e(tτ , s) =
τ ′+lc/∆∑
τ̃=τ ′
βc ·∆ · ps,τ̃ , ∀tτ ∈ T , s ∈ S, q ∈ Q, (4.4)
where τ ′ is the index of tτ ′ , the time when the EV arrives at the charging
station and starts charging (i.e., tτ ′(tτ , s) = tτ + lτ,o−s), and βc represents
the charging power at the station (MW). ps,τ̃ is usually referred to as the
locational marginal price (LMP) [48] of electricity at charging station s at
time tτ̃ ∈ T ($/MWh). Obviously, the time the EV completes charging and
leaves for the destination is tτ ′′(tτ , s) = tτ ′(tτ , s) + lc(s), and the time of
arrival at the destination d is thus tτ ′′′(tτ , s) = tτ ′′(tτ , s) + lτ ′′,s−d(tτ , s). For
brevity of notation, we simply denote the time instants as tτ ′ , tτ ′′ , and tτ ′′′
and omit the arguments tτ and s.
We have so far calculated the transportation and charging cost, and the
arrival time at destination given the EV user’s choice of departure time and
charging station. The third component of the cost, unpunctuality cost, can
thus be expressed as
cq,p(tτ , s) = fp(tτ − tdep, tτ ′′′ − tarr),∀s ∈ S, tτ ∈ T , q ∈ Q, (4.5)
where fp is a non-negative and non-decreasing function with respect to (w.r.t.)
the absolute value of its arguments. This ensures that the later/earlier the




Each individual EV user’s cost during the trip has been defined as above,
given his/her choices of the departure time and charging station. Based on
this definition, we can first aggregate the cost of all the type-q EV users and
formulate the cost-minimization problem for them. Let xτ,sq be the traffic
flow/number of EVs associated with demand type q ∈ Q that choose actual
departure time tτ ∈ T and charging station s ∈ S, and let xq be the vector
collecting xτ,sq ,∀τ ∈ Υ, s ∈ S and x be the vector collecting all xq, ∀q ∈ Q.
Moreover, since the number of charging spots are limited at the stations, we
assume that users have to make reservations for spots before departure, such
that there will be no queueing delay during charging. Using (4.1)-(4.5), we


















xτ,sq = uq, (4.8)
xτ,sq ≥ 0,∀τ ∈ Υ, s ∈ S. (4.9)
Equation (4.7) represents the capacity constraints at charging stations, where
Ks is the number of available charging spots at station s, and ζ
τ,τ̃ ,s
q is a
binary indicator taking value 1 if the EVs that travel from o to d (where
q = (o, d, tdep, tarr)) and start the trip at time tτ to visit s will still be at
this station until tτ̃ , i.e., ζ
τ,τ̃ ,s
q = 1 if tτ + lτ,o−s + lc ≥ tτ̃ , and taking value
0 otherwise. Equation (4.8) is the flow conservation constraint and equation
(4.9) denotes the non-negativity constraints of the flow variables xτ,sq .
In a TFA problem, the user equilibrium (UE) is defined as a distribution
of traffic flow such that no user can further reduce his/her cost given others’
decisions. In our formulation, since the total cost incurred by each user is
independent of other users’ decisions, finding the UE on the transportation
network is equivalent to solving the system optimal (SO) flow assignment
problem. In turn, this means that the system optimal TFA can be accom-
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plished autonomously by the EV users since it is aligned with their own
interests, which are described by the UE. Hence both the UE and the SO









cq(tτ , s) · xτ,sq (4.10)
s.t. (4.8), (4.9),∀q ∈ Q, (4.11)
and (4.7).
The objective (4.10) represents the total cost of all EV users during their
trips, which is a summation of all types of users cost. The flow conserva-
tion and non-negativity constraints (4.11) echo the (4.8) and (4.9) in LPq,
respectively.
The problem LP1 explicitly models the EV users’ traffic equilibrium under
time-varying travel demand with limited spots at charging stations. Nonethe-
less, it is still unclear how the charging load at stations is related to the user’s
charging decisions at the UE. In fact, if we denote the charging load at sta-
tion s ∈ S at time tτ ∈ T as Ds,τ , we can separate the charging cost of the





















βc · ζ τ̃ ,τ,sq · xτ̃ ,sq ,∀τ ∈ Υ, s ∈ S, (4.13)
and (4.7), (4.11),
where equation (4.13) is a mapping from users’ choices of route and departure
time to the electricity load at certain charging stations at a certain time slot.
This way, we separate the objective of the transportation flow assignment
problem into two parts: user travel cost, namely the first term in (4.12), which
includes the transportation cost and the unpunctuality penalty, and payment
to charging stations, the second term in (4.12). Obviously, by posting various
LMPs of electricity, ps,τ , the power grid is able to affect the UE on the
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transportation network, which further affects the charging load to be served
by the grid. As such, we establish a price-responsive charging load model
accounting for the dynamic EV travel demand.
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Chapter 5
Optimal EV Charging Load Management
In this chapter, we will illustrate how the dynamic EV charging load model
proposed in Chapter 4 can be leveraged for demand side management in
an electricity market. In particular, we focus on a competitive day-ahead
wholesale electricity market [49] and manage to integrate the welfare of EV
charging into the electricity pricing procedure where the total social welfare
has to be maximized. This coupling of transportation network operation into
power network operation is socially optimal as well as feasible, thanks to the
load modeling of dynamic EV charging en route.
In the day-ahead market, the locational marginal price of electricity, power
commitments, and demands for all T time slots (usually 24 hours of the next
day) are determined one day beforehand. We consider the power transmission
network as R = (B,F), where B and F are the sets of all the buses and
transmission lines, respectively. For brevity, we assume that a single merged
generator is located at each bus of the grid. Note that each bus i ∈ B is a
participant in the market through either generating or consuming power. We
assume that for any τ ∈ Υ, the power consumption and generation within
each time slot [tτ , tτ+1) are constant.
5.1 Power Generation Model
We first introduce the model for the generators in the market that determine
the amount of power generation. In specific, the generator at each bus i ∈
B aims to maximize its profit, i.e., revenue minus generation cost, given






Ci (Gi)− pTi Gi (5.1)
s.t. |Gi,τ+1 −Gi,τ | ≤ Ri, ∀τ ∈ Υ, (5.2)
Gi,min ≤ Gi ≤ Gi,max, (5.3)
where Gi ∈ RT is the vector of Gi,τ , the power generation at bus i at time
slot τ , and pi ∈ RT is the vector of electricity LMP at bus i. Ci refers
to the power generation cost function of bus i, which is usually assumed to
be strongly convex, e.g., quadratic [48], w.r.t. the power generation Gi,τ .
The inequality constraints in equation (5.2), usually referred to as ramp con-
straints, prevent the increase or decrease of power generation at consecutive
time slots from being arbitrarily large, which should be admissible over the
course of optimization. The ramp capacity Ri > 0 reflects the inherent ther-
mal and mechanical inertia of the i-th generator. Constraints (5.3) provide
upper and lower limits on the power generation. Note that we can aggregate
GPi, ∀i ∈ B into one problem since the generators’ decisions are independent





Ci (Gi)− pTi Gi (5.4)
s.t. |Gi,τ+1 −Gi,τ | ≤ Ri,∀τ ∈ Υ, i ∈ B, (5.5)
Gi,min ≤ Gi ≤ Gi,max,∀i ∈ B. (5.6)
By such means, the power supply is influenced by the LMPs posted to the
generators.
5.2 Social Welfare Maximization
In the day-ahead electricity market, there is an independent system operator
(ISO) responsible for the operation of the transmission grid. Specifically,
the non-profit ISO maintains a regulated platform where every market par-
ticipant can submit supply offers or demand bids a day before. The ISO’s
1Here we assume generators are price-takers in the market, which take LMP as in-
put and determine the amount of generation in response to it. The case with strategic
generators/price-anticipators [50] is left as our future work.
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objective is to design appropriate electricity prices, namely LMPs, so that
the social welfare of all the participants is maximized while the power gen-
eration meets the demand without violating the security constraints of the
power system [49].
In our problem, the generators and charging stations are both considered
as participants in the market. Let a subset of buses denoted by N ⊆ B
represent the set of buses with charging stations that are capable of serving
EV charging load. Equation (4.13) computes Ds,τ for s ∈ S, and we let
Di,τ = 0 for any i ∈ B \ N . Here since we only focus on the impact of
EV charging load on the grid, other types of aggregated loads are treated as
time-varying but fixed demand units, denoted as Ui,τ . We use Di ∈ RT and
Dτ ∈ R|B| to represent the vector ofDi,τ for bus i and time slot τ , respectively,
where |B| is the number of buses in the set B. The same convention holds for
the vector Ui ∈ RT and Uτ ∈ R|B|. By combining the individual participant’s
problem LP2 and GP, we are ready to present the optimization problem SP


















s.t. 1T (Dτ + Uτ −Gτ ) = 0, ∀τ ∈ Υ (5.8)
H (Dτ + Uτ −Gτ ) ≤ c,∀τ ∈ Υ (5.9)
Di = 0,∀i ∈ B \ N (5.10)
(4.7)− (4.11), (4.13), and (5.2)− (5.3),
where D := {D0, · · · ,DT−1} is a collection of Dτ and the same convention
holds for G. Equation (5.8) characterizes the power demand/supply bal-
ance constraint in the grid. The transmission line flow constraints under DC
approximation are translated to (5.9), where H is the power transfer distri-
bution matrix [51], and c is a vector of line flow limits. Meanwhile, equations
(4.7)-(4.11) and (5.2)-(5.3) are the physical constraints that are required to
be satisfied on both transportation and power networks.
Note that to form the objective function SO(x,G,D), the time resolution
∆ is multiplied on the objective (5.4) to compute the social cost in the unit
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of $. In fact, the total revenue made by the generators contains two parts:
the payment from base load customers and the payment from the charging of
EV users. The former part is not involved in the optimization since base load
is fixed in our setting, while the latter part is canceled out by the charging
cost in the problem LP2. This suggests that if the transportation and power
networks are coupled and considered in a joint fashion, the social welfare
includes only the travel cost and the generation cost as showcased in (5.7).
5.3 Joint Pricing
Based on the social welfare maximization SP, the ISO determines the lo-
cational marginal price by evaluating the optimal Lagrangian multipliers at
each bus and each time slot. In particular, the partial Lagrangian of the
problem SP concerning only the inter-bus coupling constraints is
Lp (x,G,D,γ,µ) := SO(x,G,D)+
T−1∑
τ=0
γτ · 1T (Dτ + Uτ −Gτ )
+ µTτ (H (Dτ + Uτ −Gτ )− c) , (5.11)
where γτ ∈ R is the multiplier associated with the power balance constraint
(5.8) and µτ ∈ R|B| is the multiplier of the line flow limit (5.9). As a conse-
quence, the LMP at various buses at time slot τ can be determined by the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) stationarity condition using the optimal dual







where the term γ∗τ1/∆ is the lowest cost of serving a load increment and
the term HTµ∗τ/∆ is different across buses due to the transmission line flow
limits (5.9). The ISO is thus able to maximize the welfare of both transporta-
tion and power networks by posting the optimal LMPs following (5.12). To
characterize the property of the solution at the optimal LMPs, we have the
following theorem about the SP.
Theorem 5.1. The solution to the problem SP always exists if the feasible
set described by (4.7)-(4.11), (5.2)-(5.3), and (5.8)-(5.10) is non-empty. In
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addition, the solution to the SP is equivalent to the solution to the LP2 and
GP at the optimal LMPs as (5.12).
Proof: It is not difficult to verify that the objective of SP is convex w.r.t.
the variables x, G, and D; meanwhile, the constraints characterize a convex
feasible set. Hence the solution to the SP always exists if the feasible set is
non-empty [36]. In addition, based on the duality theory, the optimal primal
variables of the SP minimize the Lagrangian function at the optimal dual
variable γ∗τ and µ
∗
τ , i.e.,
x∗,G∗,D∗ = arg min
x,D∈Fx,D
G∈FG
Lp (x,G,D,γ∗,µ∗) , (5.13)
where Fx,D denotes the individual feasible set for x,D described by con-
straints (4.7)-(4.11), (4.13), and (5.10), FG is the individual feasible set for
G described by constraints (5.2)-(5.3). x∗,G∗,D∗ is the optimal solution to
the SP. Furthermore, the equation (5.13) is equivalent to


































cq,t(tτ , s) + cq,p(tτ , s)
)
· xτ,sq + ∆ ·
T−1∑
τ=0
pTτ Dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
LP2







pTτ Gτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
GP
. (5.14)
Interestingly, given the optimal LMPs p following (5.12), solving the SP is
equivalent to solving the LP2 and GP individually, which completes our
proof.
To design such optimal LMPs, full information about the coupled networks
to solve problem SP is required to be known by the ISO. Unfortunately, this
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requirement is not practical since the ISO can hardly access the EV travel in-
formation on the transportation side. Motivated by the decomposable struc-
ture shown in (5.14), we propose a joint pricing algorithm that can prevent
the private information of the two infrastructures from disclosure to each
other. Details of the proposed joint pricing scheme are provided in Chapter
6.
Remark 5.1. It is worth noticing the difference between our market model
and that in [29]. By introducing time-varying properties of the system, e.g.,
the time-varying base load and dynamic EV travel demand, we are able to
investigate not only the spatial but also the temporal variability of LMPs.
This is a more realistic model and enjoys the flexibility of further exploit-
ing demand response resources from EV charging by inducing the EV traffic
towards a socially optimal pattern.
5.4 Myopic Pricing
Before delving into our proposed pricing scheme, we introduce a naive pric-
ing scheme for comparison purposes. This naive pricing, also referred to as
myopic pricing, is based on the practical situation of the power and trans-
portation networks operation nowadays, i.e., both networks are operating
independently for their own benefit and unaware of the presence of each
other. In specific, the ISO treats the charging load D as given and solves the
economic dispatch (ED) problem [48] to determine the generation dispatch.
To serve the given load economically with system security constraints, the






s.t. (5.2)− (5.3) and (5.8)− (5.10).
Likewise, the optimal LMPs are determined using KKT conditions as in
Section 5.3 and posted to the EV users for the power network’s own benefit.
In turn, given the LMPs, the EV users then achieve the user equilibrium
characterized by the solution to LP2 and form the charging load D that will
impact the solution to MP. By iteratively solving LP2 and MP, the power
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and transportation networks are able to interact with each other via only
electricity price signals. Although this pricing scheme preserves the privacy
of both networks, unfortunately, it may fail to converge to a solution that
both sides are agreed on. In fact, as reported in [29], the myopic pricing will
cause the charging price and load to oscillate indefinitely in the static/one-
shot setting. As illustrated later in Section 6.2, we observe similar oscillations
in our simulations under the dynamic setting as well. This has motivated
us to propose a joint pricing scheme in which both networks operate in a
collaborative fashion to determine the optimal LMPs.
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Chapter 6
Pricing for EV Charging Load Management
In this chapter, we introduce the proposed joint pricing scheme for dynamic
EV travel management. To be specific, we develop a solution algorithm
that is able to solve the problem SP in Chapter 5 while preserving the
privacy of both the power and transportation networks. To this end, the
dual decomposition algorithm in convex optimization is leveraged and its
effectiveness is corroborated through extensive numerical simulations.
6.1 Dual Decomposition-based Pricing
As stated in Theorem 5.1, an optimal solution to SP always exists as long
as the feasible solution set is not empty. To obtain such a solution without
disclosing the private information of the two infrastructures, the dual decom-
position algorithm can be used to solve the SP in a distributed way [36].
In particular, with the LMPs posted, the problems LP2 and GP are first
solved iteratively by the EV users and the generators so that the charging
load D and power generation G are determined. Then the ISO adjusts the
LMPs in order to make the demand D and generation G satisfy the coupling
constraints (5.8) and (5.9).
To address the potential convergence issues in standard dual decomposition
algorithm with constant stepsizes [36], we modify the choice of stepsize so
that it diminishes to zero over the iterations. To this end, we use zUB to
denote the upper bound of the SP’s objective, computed by finding a feasible
solution to SP, and use zD to denote a lower bound of the objective obtained
by minimizing the Lagrangian function (5.11) over primal variables given a



















τ + Uτ −G(k)τ
))2
+
∣∣∣∣[H(D(k)τ + Uτ −G(k)τ )− c]+∣∣∣∣2 ,
(6.1)
where the superscript k denotes the iteration number, | · |2 denotes the Eu-
clidean norm of a vector, and λ(k+1) is the parameter that controls the di-
minishing rate of the stepsize. λ(k+1) shrinks with a constant factor χ, i.e.,
it is decreased by a factor of χ if the stepsize needs to further decrease for
the algorithm to converge. Here we examine whether the lower bound of
the objective zD succeeds to increase over several kD iterations; otherwise,
we update λ(k+1) = λ(k)/χ. As shown in [36], since the stepsize θ(k+1) is
diminishing and non-summable, i.e., θ(k) → 0, and
∑
k θ
(k) → ∞, this dual
decomposition-based algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
In addition, we use zLP2(p) to denote the optimal objective value of problem
LP2 given LMPs p := {p0, · · · ,pT−1}; likewise, we use zMP(D) and zGP(p)
to denote the objective value of MP given demand D and that of GP given
LMPs p, respectively. For initialization, we set the stepsize parameter λ
to be a positive constant λ0, and the upper bound and lower bound of the
objective to be a large constant M and 0, respectively. We further define the








The algorithm will terminate when the maximum iteration number kmax
is reached, or the relative optimality gap η(k) is below ε1, or the stepsize
parameter λ(k) is below ε2. The proposed pricing procedure is summarized
in Algorithm 1.
It is desirable to see that during iterations, the generators need not know
the EV travel patterns to solve the GP while the EV users need no knowledge
of power generators to achieve the UE. In fact, as shown in steps 3 and
4 in Algorithm 1, the LMPs are the only variable that would affect EV
users’ demand and generators’ generation output. The ISO does not need to
reveal the information to compute the LMPs to either side, while the socially
optimal welfare can still be achieved.
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Algorithm 1: The Dual Decomposition-based Pricing Algorithm
1: Initialize k = 0, p(k) = 1, λ(k) = λ0, z
(k)
UB = Φ, z
(k)
D = 0
2: while k < kmax and η
(k) > ε1 and λ
(k) > ε2 do
3: EV users: Solve LP2 autonomously to obtain objective zLP2(p
(k))
and solution (x(k),D(k))
4: Generators: Solve GP to obtain zGP(p
(k)) and solution G(k)




UB = min{zLP2(p(k)) + zMP(D(k))−
T−1∑
τ=0










and compute the optimality gap η(k) as (6.2); if zD has not increased
over kD iterations, update λ
(k+1) ← λ(k)/χ
6: ISO: Update the stepsize θ(k+1) following (6.1) and update the dual





















τ 1 + H
Tµ(k+1)τ
Let k ← k + 1
7: end while
6.2 Numerical Results
This section investigates the performance of dynamic EV travel management
scheme we propose via numerical analysis. To demonstrate the advantages
of our pricing scheme, we compare the system performance with the myopic
pricing in 5.4 and the static pricing that fails to consider the time-varying EV
travel demand and base load. Moreover, we also perform sensitivity analysis
over some system parameters and compare the results.
6.2.1 Case Study Settings
We consider a coupled power and transportation network as shown in Figure
6.1. On the power side, the transmission network R is modeled with the line
and generation cost parameters of the IEEE 14-bus test case. In particular,
generators are aggregated at 5 buses with quadratic generation cost functions.
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Figure 6.1: The coupled power and transportation network in the state of
Illinois, USA.
Six out of nine load buses in the case are equipped with charging stations.
Each charging slot can provide charging power up to 120 kW, i.e., βc = 0.12
MW. The time resolution for the operation of the ISO is ∆ = 1 hour, i.e.,
T = 24 and the electricity price is determined for every hour next day. As
shown in Figure 6.2, the base loads during a day are set by the load at each
bus in the test case scaled by the daily historical load data from the website
of the Midwest Independent System Operator (MISO) [52]. The historical
data is collected from the MISO area from May 1 to August 31, 2016, to
represent the typical load pattern during a summer day.
The transportation network consists of six cities of the state of Illinois,
each of which has exactly one charging station. Each station has a capacity
limit for the amount of EV charging spots. In anticipation of the fast de-
velopment of charging stations, we enlarge the current capacity limits from
[53] by a factor of 400. These cities are selected based on availability of the
charging stations in the state of Illinois , USA [53], as well as their popu-
lations [54]. To obtain transportation time and distance, we first find the
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Figure 6.2: Base load at example buses, Bus 3, 8, and 9.
baseline travel time and distance from city o ∈ O to charging station s ∈ S
for each pair of o and s, via routing and travel time estimation function of the
Google Maps, and repeat the same procedure with the charging stations and
destination cities. The departure time of the trips is set to be 12 a.m., such
that heavy traffic is not expected. The baseline demand is estimated via the
gravity model [55], and amplified in anticipation of future EV travel demand
growth. Given baseline transportation time and travel demand, we let the
transportation time and travel demand vary over time following a sine func-
tion, with peak at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Transportation cost conversion factor
αt is set to be 1 ($/hr). Unpunctuality penalty function fp is proportional
to the earliness/lateness:
fp(tτ − tdep, tτ ′′′ − tarr) = αp (|tτ − tdep|+ |tτ ′′′ − tarr|) ,∀q ∈ Q, tτ ∈ T ,
where αp is a monetary-time conversion factor, taking value of 0.75 ($/hr).
Finally, to determine the charging time of each possible route, we conserva-
tively estimate the range of a fully charged EV, namely sR, to be 250 miles,
and αc to be 1/150 (hr/mile). The other parameters are set as: λ0 = 0.5,
χ = 1.5, Φ = 109, ε1 = 10
−4, ε2 = 10
−4.
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6.2.2 Myopic versus Joint Pricing
We first demonstrate the necessity of our proposed joint pricing by investi-
gating the behavior of the system under the myopic pricing introduced in
Section 5.4. In this case, neither the power nor the transportation network is
aware of the presence of the other, which disables the coordination between
the two networks.
(a) Iteration i = 2n (b) Iteration i = 2n+ 1
Figure 6.3: The oscillation pattern of charging prices at six charging
stations determined by myopic pricing.
(a) Iteration i = 2n (b) Iteration i = 2n+ 1
Figure 6.4: The oscillation pattern of charging loads at six charging
stations determined by myopic pricing.
We initialize the charging price at each time and each charging station
to be flat, i.e., $50/MWh, and solve the problem MP and LP2 iteratively.
Interestingly, as observed under the static setting in [29], the oscillation of the
coupled system is also observed under our dynamic setting. The two patterns
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of charging prices and load between which the myopic pricing oscillates are
illustrated in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.3 (a),
all charging prices peak at 10 : 00, 11 : 00, 12 : 00, and 14 : 00 at even
iterations i = 2n, which suppresses the charging demand at these time slots
for the next iteration, i = 2n + 1. Consequently, the charging demand is
re-assigned and concentrates at 8 : 00 and 13 : 00 as shown in Figure 6.4
(b). This re-assignment of demand causes an extremely high peak of price
at 8 : 00 and 13 : 00 according to Figure 6.3 (b), which induces the peak
demand to other time slots and results in the load pattern as in Figure 6.4
(a). This oscillation behavior, caused by the lack of coordination between
the power and transportation networks, is detrimental to the stability of the
coupled system with such extremely high prices at peak hours. Note that
the resulting charging pattern is more involved than that in [29] because of
the time-varying setting and the hard capacity limits of charging stations.
Moreover, as the EV travel demand increases, this myopic/greedy pricing
method may even give rise to an infeasible charging load demand that cannot
be satisfied by the power network, which leaves the unstable system even
more fragile.
(a) Charging price (b) Charging load
Figure 6.5: The convergent charging price and load at six charging stations
using dynamic pricing.
The observation above motivates our joint pricing method. First, the dual-
decomposition based method is guaranteed to converge. The convergent
charging price and load profiles are illustrated in Figure 6.5. It is seen that
that the charging prices are flatter than any pattern of the myopic pricing
case. Hence, the charging load has fewer abrupt changes across time com-
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Table 6.1: The cost resulting from the myopic pricing, static pricing, and
our proposed joint and dynamic pricing method.
Gen. cost ($) Travel cost ($) Charging cost ($)
Myopic
i = 2n 1635369.79 1201236.19 1460647.61
i = 2n+ 1 1634454.59 1193319.65 1515670.54
Static 1644036.58 1174066.15 1423901.19
Joint & Dynamic 1631523.10 1175128.34 1458754.56
Social (Gen.+Travel) cost ($)
Myopic
i = 2n 2836605.99
i = 2n+ 1 2827774.23
Static 2818102.73
Joint & Dynamic 2806651.44
pared to that in Figure 6.4. In addition, in accordance with Table 6.1, our
joint pricing method also outperforms the myopic pricing in terms of power
generation cost, EV travel cost, and total social cost.
6.2.3 Static versus Dynamic Pricing
Another interesting comparison is between the static/one-shot pricing and
our proposed pricing that accounts for the time-varying property of both
power and transportation networks. We first average the travel time and
base load over a day to obtain a static/time-invariant test case. The proposed
pricing scheme Algorithm 1 converges to a price profile shown in Figure 6.6
(a). It is not surprising to see that the prices are constant over time under
this setting.
(a) Charging price (b) Charging load
Figure 6.6: The convergent charging price and load at six charging stations
using static pricing.
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Table 6.2: The power imbalance across time when the static pricing result
is applied into the dynamic setting.
Time slot (hr) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Power imbalance (MW) -698.81 -504.32 -363.07 -179.28 -272.49 -206.23
Time slot (hr) 7 8 9 10 11 12
Power imbalance (MW) 51.64 169.97 511.62 577.06 588.33 587.75
Time slot (hr) 13 14 15 16 17 18
Power imbalance (MW) 215.56 -191.85 -190.94 19.63 160.17 385.03
Time slot (hr) 19 20 21 22 23 24
Power imbalance (MW) 215.75 300.18 2.09 -320.73 -338.90 -1389.76
We then post this constant price profile to the EV users and obtain the
charging load under dynamic settings as shown in Figure 6.6 (b). The static
pricing that ignores the time-varying property of both networks leads to a
charging load profile that has more abrupt changes than that resulting from
our proposed pricing as shown in Figure 6.5 (b). Moreover, if the power
generators produce power in response to this price by solving the GP, there
will be an imbalance between the power generation and demand at some
time, i.e., 1T (Dτ + Uτ − Gτ ) 6= 0 for some t. The imbalance of power as
shown in Table 6.2 severely challenges the security of power systems.
In reality, the power network has to satisfy the load using supplementary
power generation or storage. Here we fulfill the charging demand as in Fig-
ure 6.6 (b) by solving the economic dispatch problem MP. The resulting
costs are summarized in Table 6.1, showing that there is a loss of social wel-
fare of $11451.29 due to the neglect of the time-varying property of both




In this thesis, we investigated the problem of modeling and management of
dynamic loads in power systems, focusing on its application into two op-
erational tasks: transient stability analysis and demand side management.
We specifically dealt with the dynamic property of load models, which has
different meanings and poses different challenges in the respective tasks.
For transient stability analysis, we studied the newly proposed WECC CM-
PLDW model for characterizing the dynamic load behavior during FIDVR
fault events. The trajectory sensitivity and interdependency among the
model parameters were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively using
K-medoids and multidimensional scaling techniques. It has been observed
that there is a high level of dependency, or even some degree of redundancy
in these parameters. To tackle the identifiability issues of the model caused
by this parameter redundancy, we developed an improved parameter esti-
mation scheme by regularizing the nonlinear least-squares objective using a
priori information about parameter values. Extensive numerical tests using
both synthetic and real fault data have validated the proposed dependency
analysis and parameter estimation scheme. The proposed analysis and iden-
tification framework can be readily extended to general dynamic load models
for transient stability analysis.
For demand side management, we explored the modeling and management
of a type of flexible load, the electric vehicles’ charging en route. Inspired by
the most recent work on coupling the operation of power and transportation
networks via EV charging, we particularly looked into the dynamic setting
where both EV travel demand and base load are time-varying. We modeled
the EV charging en route as a price-responsive load and integrated it into
the demand response program in the day-ahead wholesale electricity market.
We showed that the social welfare can be maximized if both transportation
and power networks are aware of the coupling and operate in a collabora-
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tive fashion. Furthermore, a joint pricing scheme based on improved dual
decomposition algorithm was developed to maximize the social welfare while
preserving the privacy of the two infrastructure networks. Through exten-
sive simulations, we highlighted the adverse effects of the myopic and static
pricing that ignores either the interaction between the two infrastructures or
their time-varying property.
The present work opens up several interesting directions that are worth
exploring in the future. For transient stability analysis, further investigation
of the choice of coefficients for the proposed regularized estimation scheme
is desired. It is also interesting to apply the proposed framework to complex
dynamic load models other than the WECC CMPLDW, under general types
of fault events. For dynamic EV charging load management, more realistic
aspects of the electricity market mechanism should be accounted for in the
modeling. For example, the charging stations may be owned by a profit-
seeking entity. For their own profit, they may not be willing to post the
same LMPs as those determined by the ISO. An interesting topic would
be designing and analyzing a profit-seeking pricing scheme for the charging
stations. Moreover, it is also interesting to extend our pricing in the day-
ahead electricity market to the real-time market where the LMPs are adjusted
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